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Hairtrade.com Adds Remy Hair Extensions To Its Collection

Hairtrade.com has announced the introduction of I&K Remy hair extensions after successful
sales in 2012

(PRWEB UK) 3 January 2013 -- Hairtrade.com, the UK's leading retailer of hair extensions, hair care and
beauty products has added Pre bonded and weft hair extensions to its popular Remy collection.

I&K Remy hair extensions are the most luxurious and highest quality extensions in the I&K range. Made with
100% human hair of the highest grade, the cuticles have been fortified through ultra-finishing technology which
enhances the longevity and health of the hair.

Remy hair is the highest grade real human hair extensions and is often chosen because it can create the most
natural look possible. Once hair has been donated, the hair is carefully sorted after collecting to ensure that they
are of the same length. The hair cuticles are kept intact and not stripped like they are in non-Remy hair
extensions. This means that when the cuticles are preserved, the hair can be aligned in one direction, creating a
look that is completely natural in appearance.

Available in a weft and pre bonded, and in a wide range of colours, I&K Remy hair extensions can be cut,
straightened and styled like natural hair.

After successful sales in 2012, Hairtrade has added the Remy collection once again for the new year.

Keven Kou, Managing Director at Hairtrade commented, “we introduced I&K Remy pre bonded hair
extensions in early 2012 and they were extremely popular, selling out almost immediately. So we have brought
them back this year and have also included the weft version so that our customers have a choice.”

He continued, “the I&K Remy range is the best quality hair extensions as they have a superior finish to the hair,
making the hair look as natural as possible.”

I&K Remy hair extensions are available in lengths 18” and 22”, and in a variety of colours from brunettes and
blondes, to copper and wine red, exclusively from Hairtrade.com.

About I&K International Limited:
Established in 2005, I&K International Limited is now one of the leading distributors of online hair care and
beauty products across the UK and Europe. Hairtrade provides a wide range of hair extensions (
http://www.hairtrade.com/ ), hair care products and hair electrical brands.

Hairtrade provide a wide range of 100% human hair extensions mainly, human hair weaves, I&K clip in Hair
Extensions and pre-bonded hair and European hair extensions. Among its top brands are I&K 100% Human
Hair and Remy Hair, Top Model and Jessica Simpson hair. In addition to its 100% human hair extensions the
company also provides synthetic hair extensions, wigs, hairpieces, hair extensions accessories and tools, as well
as an extensive range of hair care products from brands such as Tigi, Loreal, Schwarzkopf, Goldwell, Matrix,
Fudge, Keune, Sexy Hair and many more.

http://www.prweb.com
http://www.hairtrade.com/hair-extensions-c-92.html
http://www.hairtrade.com//advanced_search_result.php?keywords=I%26K+remi&x=0&y=0
http://www.hairtrade.com/
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Contact Information
Laura Bainbridge
Hair Trade
0191 491 6528

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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